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Abstract 22 

A GPS-based method is presented to measure vegetation water content. Commercially available 23 

geodetic-quality GPS receivers and antennas are used. The method is tested using GPS 24 

measurements collected over three field seasons. The GPS data are compared with in situ data 25 

for three plant types: desert grass, wheat and alfalfa. The GPS retrievals or vegetation water 26 

content are based on the GPS signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data. Instrumental issues that affect the 27 

SNR data are discussed, particularly satellite transmit power variations, footprint variations, and 28 

temperature effects. The amplitudes of the SNR data show a nearly linear relationship to the 29 

water content in grasses (0-0.5 kg/m2) and wheat crops (0-0.9 kg/m2). As predicted by theory, 30 

this simple linear relationship breaks down in vegetation with heavy water content, such as 31 

alfalfa. The field results are consistent with forward model predictions, which effect restricts the 32 

use of this simple linear model for vegetation to water content of less than ~1 kg/m2.   33 
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 35 

Introduction 36 

The primary use of the GPS constellation is real-time navigation; a much smaller community 37 

uses the same signals with advanced instruments and analysis tools for precise positioning 38 

applications such as geoscience fields such as geodesy, geophysics, and glacier dynamics, see e.g. 39 

Segall and Davis (1997). Since it was first suggested by Martin-Neira (1993), reflected GPS 40 

signals are also being used by geoscientists. Many of the early GPS reflection experiments were 41 

focused on altimetry (Garrison and Katzberg 2000; Gleason et al. 2005), ocean winds (Garrison 42 

et al. 2002) and soil moisture (Katzberg et al. 2005). More recently, vegetation growth has been 43 

the focus of GPS reflection studies (Egido et al. 2012; Rodriguez-Alvarez et al. 2011; 44 

Rodriguez-Alvarez et al. 2012). While the details associated with how these instruments were 45 

deployed and how the data were analyzed varies, all were designed to measure reflections. An 46 

alternative GPS reflection method, GPS-IR (GPS Interferometry Reflectometry), uses reflections 47 

that are measured by geodetic-quality GPS instruments. These instruments were not designed to 48 

measure reflections. However, it has been shown that they provide consistent measurements of 49 

upper surface soil moisture content, snow depth, and coastal sea level (Larson et al. 2008; Larson 50 

et al. 2009; Larson et al. 2013).  51 

 52 

Small et al. (2010) first showed a qualitative agreement between reflections recorded by 53 

geodetic-quality GPS receivers and vegetation growth; however, they did not attempt a 54 

quantitative analysis. Chew et al. (in revision) recently developed an electrodynamic model that 55 

simulates GPS reflections in the presence of varying soil moisture and vegetation cover. This 56 

study showed that a nearly linear relationship should exist between GPS measurements and 57 

vegetation water content up to ~1 kg/m2. Beyond this value, the relationship becomes non-linear 58 

and can no longer be used to predict changes in vegetation in a forward sense. Additionally, it 59 

was shown that soil moisture’s effect on GPS measurements should introduce a 0.1-0.2 kg/m2 60 

error in vegetation water content estimation.   61 

 62 

Chew et al. (in revision) validated their theoretical results with in situ data, but did not consider 63 

systematic errors in the GPS retrievals, nor did they consider the practical limitations associated 64 

with using a geodetic GPS system to measure vegetation water content. The goal of this paper is 65 
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to explore the technical issues that must be resolved in order to use GPS-IR to measure 66 

vegetation water content. In situ measurements of both grasslands and agricultural crops are used 67 

to validate the GPS retrievals of vegetation water content.    68 

 69 

GPS Interferometry Reflectometry 70 

In the GPS-IR technique the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) data are used to infer environmental 71 

characteristics (Larson et al 2008; Larson et al; 2009). The interference between the direct and 72 

reflected signals produces a characteristic pattern in the SNR data that depends on the height of 73 

the GPS antenna above the reflecting surface, reflection coefficients for the reflecting surface, 74 

and for vegetation sensing, the water content of the vegetation. GPS-IR has a bi-static radar 75 

geometry (Figure 1). A GPS satellite transmits primarily Right-Handed Circularly Polarized 76 

(RHCP) signals at two frequencies (originally ~1.5 and 1.2 GHz; a third frequency was recently 77 

added). For GPS-IR, these will be referred to as the direct signals. A geodetic-quality GPS 78 

antenna is designed to preferentially track this direct signal, so the RHCP gains are many orders 79 

of magnitude larger than for Left-Handed Circularly Polarized (LHCP) signals. Most of the 80 

reflected energy is converted from RHCP to LHCP, with the degree of conversion depending on 81 

the surface dielectric constant and the satellite elevation angle. At low elevation angles (< 20 82 

degrees), the RHCP gains begin to taper so that reflections from the ground surface (i.e. negative 83 

elevation angles) can be suppressed. The GPS (choke ring) antenna frequently used by the 84 

geodetic community has very small LHCP gains at negative elevation angles, and thus does an 85 

excellent job of suppressing reflections from surfaces where there is a strong conversion from 86 

RHCP to LHCP (e.g. metal surfaces). However, it does a relatively poor job of suppressing 87 

reflections from natural surfaces such as soil and snow. 88 

 89 

The GPS observation (RINEX) files report SNR data in units of decibels assuming a 1Hz 90 

bandwidth, or dB-Hz. The strength of the direct SNR signal depends strongly on:  91 

(1) satellite transmit power 92 

(2) gain pattern of the receiving antenna 93 

(3) whether the code on the transmitted signal is public or encrypted.  94 

 95 
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The L1 signal includes both a public and encrypted code, whereas the L2 signal was originally 96 

designed with only an encrypted code. Because the receiver lacks access to the code, these L2 97 

measurements have much lower power than the equivalent L1 measurements. This makes it more 98 

difficult to use older L2 SNR signals for GPS-IR. In contrast, the L1 SNR data extracted from 99 

the public codes have strong power levels, but are very noisy, making it also difficult to use these 100 

data to measure the reflected signal. This L1 SNR noise is generally attributed to 101 

cross-correlation effects between satellites (Lestarquit and Nouvel 2012). Beginning in 2005, 102 

GPS began transmitting a new public code on L2 called L2C. It has stronger resistance to 103 

satellite cross correlation effects. This paper is based entirely on these new L2C signals. Of the 104 

31 satellites in the current GPS constellation, 11 are transmitting L2C. 105 

SNR observations for a typical L2C satellite observed with a geodetic-quality GPS unit are 106 

shown in Figure 2. The observed direct signal (represented by the smooth low-order polynomial 107 

fit) rises in strength by 10 dB-Hz as the satellite rises from 5 to 40 degrees elevation angle. This  108 

rise in strength is due primarily to a geodetic antenna’s gain pattern. The bottom panel of Figure 109 

2 shows the SNR data after the observations have been converted to linear units and the direct 110 

signal has been removed with a 2nd order polynomial. The residual SNR trace has a distinctive 111 

frequency that depends primarily on the height of the antenna above the reflecting surface (𝐻!, 112 

Figure 1). 113 

 114 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝐴 𝜃 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 !!!!
!
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝜙! ≅   𝐴 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(!!!!

!
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝜙!) (1) 115 

 116 

Equation (1) is the fixed reflector height model for GPS-IR. 𝐻! has been referred to as the 117 

effective reflector height (Larson et al. 2010; Chew et al. 2013). For bare soil conditions and 118 

most soil types, 𝐻! varies 0-5 cm as near-surface soil layers become wet and dry. For soil 119 

moisture studies 𝐻! is determined empirically and fixed; A and 𝜙!  are then estimated using 120 

least squares. Changes in 𝜙!  are then related to soil moisture content using electrodynamic 121 

models (Chew et al. 2013). For snow and sea level studies, the fixed reflector height model 122 

cannot be used. Instead, 𝐻! is estimated using a Lomb Scargle Periodogram to determine the 123 

effective reflector height. This is then converted to snow depth or sea level height (Larson and 124 
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Nievinski 2013; Larson et al. 2013). None of these previous studies (soil moisture, snow, or sea 125 

level) used the amplitude information from A. 126 

 127 

Technique GPS Issues  128 

Theoretical models show that A from the fixed reflector height model will be attenuated by 129 

canopies with vegetation water content less than 1 kg/m2 (Chew et al. in revision); these model 130 

results are supported by field observations. For values above 1 kg/m2, models show that 131 

significant reflections from the vegetation itself exist, and the fixed reflector height model for 132 

GPS-IR fails. Furthermore, variations in soil moisture are expected to also influence SNR 133 

amplitudes (Zavorotny et al. 2010; Chew et al. 2013). However, before we can reliably link 134 

estimated values of A to vegetation water content (and surface soil moisture), we must also 135 

assess GPS-specific error sources that influence A. 136 

 137 

(1) Equation 1 is an approximation; observed SNR amplitudes still retain a small dependence on 138 

elevation angle. This means that inhomogeneities in satellite tracks (i.e. one that begins tracking 139 

from an elevation angle of 5 degrees and another starting at 10 degrees) will result in different 140 

estimated values of A. For an ideal GPS receiver, one would be able to track all satellites in view 141 

from the same minimum elevation angle. However, many geodetic GPS systems were designed 142 

to track only 8-12 satellites at a time. As the GPS constellation is currently operating 30% 143 

beyond its design specifications, many geodetic GPS receivers cannot track all visible satellites. 144 

They are programmed to make decisions about the preferred signals to track. Generally the 145 

choice is made to drop low elevation angle satellites because these signals produce noisier 146 

position estimates. This means inconsistent data sets can inadvertently be collected that show 147 

time-varying GPS amplitude signals that have no relation to vegetation water content. Because 148 

this study only uses L2C signals, we deliberately turned off tracking of 1-2 healthy GPS satellites 149 

so that no L2C data were lost. The choice of which satellite(s) to remove must be made 150 

independently for each site because satellite geometry is latitude/longitude dependent.  151 

 152 

(2) The GPS system consists of more than 30 satellites, with new satellites being launched on a 153 

nearly yearly basis. In the last few years the U.S. Department of Defense has opted to use higher 154 
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(~4 dB-Hz) power transmission levels for these newer satellites (Figure 3). If uncorrected, these 155 

new power levels will result in larger SNR amplitude values for these satellites, which would 156 

bias estimates of vegetation water content. While not a pervasive effect, we have also identified a 157 

four day period when the Department of Defense tested out the flexible power transmission 158 

capabilities of the new L2C satellites. This meant that power on those days was higher. If these 159 

data were not removed, the GPS amplitude data would have been interpreted as having lower 160 

vegetation water content. 161 

 162 

(3) Multiple components of a GPS instrument show a strong sensitivity to temperature, 163 

particularly the antenna pre-amplifier, cables, and the receiver. The latter is generally stored in a 164 

plastic box near the antenna, where it is shielded by some, but not all, of the external temperature 165 

extremes. Figure 4 shows SNR observations for an extreme case. In the winter example, the air 166 

temperature for this satellite track was -15 C, while in summer it was 32 C. There is a clear bias 167 

between the winter and summer data of ~1.5 dB-Hz. An analysis of a full year of SNR data 168 

shows that SNR data are strongly correlated with air temperature (e.g. Larson 2013). However, 169 

the exact relationship between the SNR data and air temperature is difficult to predict because 1) 170 

each site different cable lengths, 2) some cables are buried and some are not, and 3) the receivers 171 

are shielded from temperature extremes in different ways. Even though the temperature bias 172 

appears to be large, once the direct signal component is removed with a polynomial, the 173 

discrepancy between summer and winter data is much less apparent. Figure 4 also shows SNR 174 

data corrected for temperature using a linear relationship between air temperature and SNR. 175 

While the raw SNR data agree much better with each other than the original summer and winter 176 

observations, the improvement for the SNR data after the direct signal removed is very small. 177 

 178 

Finally, the issue of the GPS reflection footprint needs to be addressed. The GPS-IR footprint for 179 

a single rising or setting satellite depends on GPS signal wavelength (for L2C it is ~24 cm), the 180 

satellite elevation angle, and 𝐻!. It is an elongated ellipse in the direction of the satellite track 181 

(the exact equations are given in Larson and Nievinski (2013)). As the satellite rises and 182 

elevation angle increases, the Fresnel zone gets smaller and closer to the GPS antenna. Figure 5 183 

summarizes the general features of the Fresnel zones for GPS satellites available for the time 184 

period of 2010-2012. For sites at mid-northern latitudes (~30-40 degrees), there are no satellite 185 
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tracks between azimuths of ~315 and 45 degrees. For sites in natural environments, all of the 186 

satellite tracks in Figure 5 could be used. For this paper, only the southern tracks will be used 187 

because the farmers requested that we deploy the GPS instruments at the northern ends of their 188 

agricultural fields. We considered using some of the more easterly and westerly satellite tracks, 189 

but opted not to because the fields on either side of our agricultural experiments were either 190 

fallow or growing a different crop.  191 

 192 

Figure 5 also makes clear that the GPS-IR reflection footprint is far from homogeneous. For an 193 

antenna that is 2 meters high and a satellite at elevation angle of 5 degrees, it extends a radial 194 

distance of over 60 meters; however, this spatial sampling quickly reduces to ~20 meters at an 195 

elevation angle of 10 degrees. Standard retrievals using GPS-IR have used elevation angle ranges 196 

of 5-30 degrees to ensure that the frequency of the SNR data can be reliably retrieved (Larson et 197 

al. 2010; Larson and Nievinski 2013). This means that a large percentage of the data are 198 

collected within 10 meters of the antenna. The sampling footprint can easily be increased in size 199 

by raising the height of the GPS antenna, but this does not make the footprint homogeneous. 200 

 201 

Previous GPS-IR analyses have assumed that the Fresnel zones for a reflection experiment do 202 

not vary. Figure 6 shows that this is a good assumption. Except for one satellite, the GPS-IR 203 

footprint varies by only 3-5 meters. In 2010 satellite 15 shows a spread of ~10 meters in its 204 

footprint. This is indicative of orbit maneuvering by the U.S. Department of Defense. This was 205 

the only significant change between 2010 and 2012 for the 7 satellites used in this study.   206 

 207 

The analysis of the GPS SNR data can be summarized as follows: 208 

 209 

1. For each day, the direct signal of the SNR data for the satellite tracks (as shown in Figure 210 

2) was removed with a 2nd order polynomial. The residual, using a linear scale, was fit to 211 

equation (1), i.e. the fixed reflector height model. Least squares was used to estimate A 212 

and 𝜙! . The effective reflector height that defines Ho for each satellite track was 213 

estimated using ~30 days of bare soil conditions and fixed throughout.   214 
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2. To remove effects of variable transmit power, the estimated amplitudes for each satellite 215 

track were normalized relative to their bare soil values (Anorm = A/Abaresoil). Thus, 216 

normalized amplitude values of 1 are for bare soil.  217 

3. A daily amplitude value was then constructed using the mean of the individual 218 

normalized satellite amplitudes. 219 

4. For agricultural sites, the data before and after the fields were plowed (which changes 220 

surface roughness and the effective reflector height), were discarded. For all sites data 221 

impacted by snow were removed.  222 

 223 

GPS Data 224 

We used data from five sites in this study. Two GPS receivers were deployed at the Sevilleta 225 

Long-Term Ecological Research Station in New Mexico (http://sev.lternet.edu). One measured a 226 

desert grassland and the other receiver was installed in a shrubland. The remaining field sites 227 

were located near Boulder, Colorado. The first, Marshall Field, has vegetation characterized as 228 

short-grass steppe. The other GPS receivers were deployed in agricultural fields. One of these 229 

sites was planted with alfalfa in each of the years from 2010-2012. The crop was harvested 3-4 230 

times each summer. The other site was located near a wheat field in 2010 and 2011 and an oat 231 

crop in 2012. For simplicity, we will always call this the wheat site. Only one crop is harvested 232 

each year at the wheat site; it is not irrigated. All of the sites had identical GPS equipment: a 233 

Trimble netRS geodetic-quality dual-frequency receiver. The choke-ring antenna was covered by 234 

a radome. The receivers all operated at 1 sample per second and tracked the new L2C signal as 235 

well as the legacy L1 and L2 signals. They were 2 to 2.4 meters above the ground. As will be 236 

discussed later, there were drought conditions in Boulder in 2012. This significantly affected all 237 

the data collected in Boulder that year. 238 

In Situ Data 239 

During the growing season at the Boulder sites, in situ data were measured on a nearly weekly 240 

basis (Figure 7). A 30 cm by 30 cm quadrat was thrown randomly in 7 different locations within 241 

7-35 meters from the GPS antenna. The distances and azimuths were recorded. For each 242 

vegetation sample, the plants within the quadrant were clipped and weighed immediately. This 243 

will be called the wet weight. The samples were bagged, dried in an oven for 48 hours at 50oC, 244 
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and then weighed again; this is the dry weight. Vegetation water content is the difference 245 

between the wet weight and dry weight. It should be noted that the sampling procedure changed 246 

between 2010 and following years. In 2010, we sampled between 7-75 meters from the GPS 247 

antenna; whereas in subsequent years, we only sampled between 7-35 meters (as stated above). 248 

This was due to the fact that, at the end of 2010, we refined our Fresnel zone estimates and 249 

concluded that most of the reflected signal was actually coming from closer to the antenna. We 250 

also collected in situ vegetation data more frequently in 2011 and 2012 than we did in the first 251 

field season. 252 

 253 

 Although we compute statistics for these in situ vegetation measurements, we cannot expect 254 

the means or standard deviations to completely characterize the state of vegetation on any given 255 

day. The natural environment surrounding most GPS antennas includes widely varying 256 

vegetation cover, even within one field site. The inhomogeneous vegetation that exists is not 257 

guaranteed to follow a normal distribution, and seven samples are not enough to determine 258 

whether any such distribution exists. However, taking more samples could have significantly 259 

altered the field sites over time and thus altered our conclusions in this study. Despite this, we do 260 

see seasonal variations in our vegetation measurements and therefore use them to interpret our 261 

results in a general sense. 262 

 263 

Vegetation height was also measured at each site. For these measurements, we recorded the 264 

90% canopy height. This was done so as to minimize anomalously high measurements that could 265 

have been caused by reporting the absolute maximum height. Figure 7 summarizes the in situ 266 

vegetation measurements. At Marshall the vegetation water contents peaked at ~0.5 kg/m2 in 267 

2010 and 2011, but show almost no growth during the drought year in 2012. Average height 268 

values are below 40 cm. At the wheat site in 2010-2011, water content values range from 0-0.9 269 

kg/m2 and peak heights were also slightly higher than at Marshall, ~80 cm. However, the wheat 270 

crop in 2012 was drastically impacted by the drought, with significantly lower heights and water 271 

content. At the alfalfa field, vegetation water content measurements are almost ten times higher, 272 

reaching as values of 4.5 kg/m2. This is because the farmers irrigate the alfalfa field, but not the 273 

wheat field. Vegetation heights peaked at ~100 cm.   274 

 275 
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Results 276 

Following the protocol described in the previous section, time series of normalized GPS 277 

amplitude time series for each GPS satellite were estimated for each field site for the years 2010, 278 

2011, and 2012. Before assessing the relationship between mean GPS amplitudes and vegetation 279 

growth, we will first use these time series to assess the internal consistency of the solutions. The 280 

average normalized GPS amplitudes will produce an unbiased estimate of amplitude if the 281 

individual satellite track retrievals are themselves unbiased. This assumption can be tested by 282 

assessing the agreement between individual satellite amplitude retrievals. Figure 8 compares the 283 

normalized amplitude retrievals over three years for satellites 5 and 29 at Marshall Field; these 284 

satellites have adjacent footprints. There is a small bias of 0.05 for all three years (normalized 285 

amplitude units). Although the temperature dependence appeared to be small, we also compared 286 

three years of solutions for Marshall Field. The impact of an uncorrected temperature bias is 287 

even smaller, 0.01 in normalized amplitude units (Figure 8).  288 

  289 

Representative GPS amplitude time series for the four field sites (Sevilleta shrublands, 290 

Marshall, wheat, and alfalfa) are shown in Figure 9. Sevilleta amplitudes vary little from a bare 291 

soil value of 1. This is consistent with a limited number of in situ measurements made in 2010, 292 

where vegetation water content was ~0.01-0.02 kg/m2. The largest amplitude excursions in the 293 

GPS amplitude time series coincide with precipitation, as shown in the middle panel. The quick 294 

“dry downs” correlate strongly with in situ measurements of soil moisture (not shown). Note that 295 

the GPS amplitudes are smaller after it rains at the Sevilleta site. The lower panel shows the 296 

dominant effective reflector height (estimated using the Lomb Scargle Periodogram) relative to 297 

the A we used in the fixed reflector height model (estimated using Least Squares). At the 298 

Sevilleta site, effective reflector height varies by less than a cm – and only at times when the 299 

precipitation gauge indicates that it rained. This is consistent with electrodynamic forward 300 

models (Zavorotny et al. 2010, Chew et al. 2013) and field observations (Larson et al. 2010).   301 

 302 

At Marshall the normalized GPS amplitudes (Figure 9) roughly agree with the growing cycle 303 

seen in the in situ data (Figure 7). In contrast with Sevilleta, changes in effective reflector height 304 

are much more pronounced at this site. These appear highly correlated with precipitation events, 305 

and the expected attendant changes in soil moisture. At the wheat site, the GPS amplitudes are 306 
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also consistent in timing with the in situ vegetation data. However, those GPS amplitude changes 307 

are mirrored by changes in reflector height variations. As the wheat crop grows, the estimated 308 

reflector height gets closer to the antenna by 3-4 cm. It returns closer to its initial value after the 309 

crop is harvested. There is also a large positive excursion at approximately day of year 175. This 310 

correlates with a large precipitation event. Again, this is consistent for soil moisture variations 311 

with a vegetation canopy (Chew et al. in revision). Note that the excursion associated with soil 312 

moisture signal for a vegetated soil surface (Marshall, Wheat) has the opposite sign from that of 313 

bare soil (Sevilleta). 314 

 315 

Finally, we examine the GPS amplitude retrievals for alfalfa. Except for a few weeks between 316 

each of the alfalfa crops, the dominant reflector height (shown in the bottom panel) is far from 317 

the effective reflector height used to estimate those amplitudes. In other words, the constant 318 

reflector height model used to derive these amplitudes is invalid because the reflector height used 319 

in least-squares estimation of amplitude is not close to the dominant reflector height in the SNR 320 

data. We can see more detail of how the constant reflector height model breaks down in Figure 321 

10. Here the estimated reflector height values are plotted as a function of the in situ vegetation 322 

water content (interpolated from the field data). When the vegetation water content value is low 323 

(0-0.5 kg/m2), GPS amplitude values are relatively close to bare soil values (0.8-1.0). However, 324 

as vegetation water content increases, the GPS amplitudes quickly drop, and the dominant 325 

effective reflector height observed in the SNR data moves closer to the antenna, i.e. in the 326 

direction of vegetation growth. Again, this result is consistent with forward models (Chew et al. 327 

in revision).   328 

 329 

Figures 11 and 12 summarize the amplitude-vegetation water content relationship for the 330 

Marshall and wheat fields. The uncertainties shown are based only on repeatability (i.e. the 331 

standard deviation of the observations, rather than the standard deviation of the mean). While the 332 

measurements in 2011 are fairly consistent, the 2010 measurements show very poor agreement 333 

between the GPS results and in situ data. While the measurement protocol changed between 334 

2010 and 2011 to emphasize the region closer to the GPS antenna, it is not clear that this is 335 

responsible for the discrepancy. The in situ measurements in 2010 were also less precise than in 336 

subsequent years. There is almost no measured vegetation water content in 2012. Using all three 337 
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years of data, the R^2 value is 0.3. The wheat data show a much stronger correlation between the 338 

GPS and in situ data, with a R^2 0.7. Some of the misfit between GPS and the in situ data is 339 

caused by soil moisture variations. This error is predicted to be on the order of 0.1-0.2 kg/m2. For 340 

these field studies that would translate to an error of 10-20% for vegetation water content 341 

estimates (Chew et al. in revision). 342 

 343 

The amplitudes of GPS SNR data are clearly sensitive to vegetation growth in general, and 344 

vegetation water content specifically. However, SNR data are also sensitive to soil moisture 345 

content, which complicates our ability to isolate vegetation water content. Furthermore, the gain 346 

pattern of a geodetic antenna is a significant restriction on using this system for vegetation 347 

monitoring. Other GPS-IR applications (snow and sea level) were primarily geometry driven, 348 

meaning that the frequency of the SNR interference pattern was used. SNR phase retrievals have 349 

also been shown to be robust for soil moisture (Larson et al. 2010; Chew et al 2013). However, 350 

SNR amplitudes are sensitive to multiple factors. This makes it difficult to uniquely derive 351 

vegetation water content using GPS-IR. While a geodetic GPS receiver could still be used, an 352 

antenna that was designed to measure vegetation growth - analogous to the ones used by in GPS 353 

vegetation monitoring experiments (Rodriguez-Alvarez et al. 2011; Egido et al. 2012) - would 354 

yield stronger results. One side benefit of the GPS SNR amplitudes shown here (and the 355 

associated effective reflector heights) is that they can be used to identify times when soil 356 

moisture estimates derived using GPS-IR have been contaminated by vegetation growth.   357 

  358 

Conclusions 359 

This study assesses the agreement between GPS reflection data and measured vegetation water 360 

content for three years of data from natural environments and agricultural fields. The GPS 361 

instrument used in the experiments is not designed for vegetation sensing; it is most typically 362 

used by geodesists and surveyors. A normalization method is proposed to minimize the effect of 363 

satellite track inhomogeneities. The influence of temperature on the GPS data was evaluated and 364 

found to be small compared to the typical noise in the GPS SNR data. The GPS data are sensitive 365 

to the water content in plant types such as desert grasses and agricultural crops such as wheat. 366 

However, the very simple model used to model variations in amplitude breaks down in 367 
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water-laden crops such as alfalfa. This is consistent with model predictions (Chew et al. in 368 

revision), restricting its use for vegetation water contents of less than ~1 kg/m2.   369 

 370 
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 441 

 442 

 443 

Figure 1. Bi-static geometry of GPS-IR. θ is elevation angle of the satellite with respect to the 444 

horizon, Ho is the apparent height of the GPS antenna phase center (depicted by the gray 445 

hemispherical dome) above the reflecting surface.   446 
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 449 

Figure 2A. L2C SNR data for one GPS satellite are shown in black. The direct signal is 450 

represented by the smooth curve in blue; B. SNR data with the direct signal removed and 451 

converted to a linear scale. Representative SNR data for older GPS signals (the public L1 C/A- 452 

code and encrypted L2 P-code) can be found in Larson et al. (2010).  453 
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 456 

 457 

Figure 3. Observed L2C SNR data for six GPS satellites.   458 
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 461 

 462 

Figure 4A. L2C SNR data in dB-Hz for the Sevilleta grasslands site for representative winter and 463 

summer days; B. L2C SNR data corrected assuming a linear relationship between SNR data and 464 

temperature; C. SNR data converted to a linear scale with direct signal removed; D. Temperature 465 

corrected SNR data converted to a linear scale with direct signal removed. A 15-point smoother 466 

has been run on the linear scale data. 467 
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 470 

Figure 5. Top: First Fresnel zones computed for an elevation angle of 5 degrees for a GPS 471 

antenna that is 2 meters tall and situated at Marshall, Colorado. The satellite numbers used in this 472 

study are shown on the left. The GPS antenna is located at the coordinates 0,0. Dashed lines 473 
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indicate Fresnel zones for satellites tracks that are not used; Bottom: Fresnel zones for elevation 474 

angles of 5, 10, 20 and 30 degrees. The GPS antenna is again located at the coordinates 0,0. 475 

 476 

 477 

Figure 6. First Fresnel zones computed each month for 2010 and 2011 at Marshall Field, 478 

Colorado. The assumed antenna height is 2 meters and the elevation angle depicted is 5 degrees. 479 
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 482 
 483 

Figure 7. In situ field measurements of vegetation water content and vegetation height. Each 484 

measurement is the mean and the error bar represents the standard deviation of the individual 485 

measurements. Gray lines indicate the approximate timing of the crop harvest.   486 
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Figure 8. Left: Comparison of normalized amplitude retrievals for satellites 5 and 29 at Marshall 490 

Field between 2010 and 2012; Right: comparison of normalized amplitudes, with and without a 491 

temperature correction. 492 
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 499 

Figure 9. Top panels: normalized GPS amplitudes for Sevilleta shrubland, Marshall, wheat, and 500 

alfalfa sites in 2011; middle panel: daily precipitation values; bottom: estimated effective 501 

reflector height. Note change in the reflector height change scale for the Alfalfa field. 502 
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 506 
Figure 10. Change of effective reflector height estimated for the alfalfa field in 2011 are 507 

compared with normalized GPS amplitude. Color coding at top shows interpolated values for 508 

measured vegetation water content. 509 
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 514 

 515 

Figure 11. GPS amplitude-vegetation relationships for the Marshall field. From left to right: 516 

water weight, dry weight, and height. Both the GPS uncertainties and the in situ vegetation water 517 

weight uncertainties are based on the observation standard deviation (repeatability). The 518 

rergression yields VWC= -0.51Anorm + 0.56. 519 
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 523 

 524 

Figure 12. GPS amplitude-vegetation relationships for the wheat field. From left to right: water 525 

weight, dry weight, and height. Both the GPS uncertainties and the in situ vegetation water 526 

weight uncertainties are based on the observation standard deviation (repeatability). The 527 

regression yields VWC= -1.18Anorm + 1.13. 528 
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